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The first issue of The Voice.' printed November 13. 1883. See story on
Case Revamps
Career Placement
By DouglasChSeott
What are you doing after gradua
tion? This, which torments every
student at some point in their
college career, is being confronted
by the Career Planning and Place-
ment Service (CPPS).
Jim Case, new director of CPPS.
brings a strong background in ca-
reer planning : to Wooster. Com-
menting on the role of CPPS Case
states, "Traditionally, the student's
view of CPPS has been Just a place
to help find a Job after graduation
or help in placement into graduate
" ' ' -schools.
"We still want to concentrate on
these employment related areas,
but feel the need to expand into
other areas as well" These expan-
sionary goals include a : general
revamping of the center in terms of
literature and equipment. - .
CPPS is hoping to obtain audio
visual equipment; to enhance stu- -
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Voice Year
America's Oldest Weetly College Newspaper, Founded On November 13, 1C23, Celebrates Anniversary
Ichabod's
Campaign
Gets $2800
By Dob Sandfbrd
Ichabod's was the site last week-
end of The College's first-ev- er 24
hour dance marathon. The mara-
thon was part of a College-wid- e
cooperative effort to raise money
for the purhcase of a ventilation
system in Ichabod's.
The idea was originally proposed
last spring by Hal Closson, the
Director of Lowry Center. He saw.
it as a feasible way for the students
and the College community to work
together for a common goal. This
fall, a committee of students was
put together and they began to
work out the details for the mara-
thon.
By November 11. 43 students
were signed up and ready to test
their endurance. The dancing start-
ed at 4:00 p.m. last Friday and 24
hours later, an amazing 20 dancers
were still dancing. These 43 people
were able to raise 31.225 through
88 sponsors, who pledged a certain
amount for each hour danced. '
It was not only the students and
their sponsors that made this week-
end successful It was also people
like Howard Raber, the Director of
Food Service, who allowed the dan-
cers to be served meals at the
marathon. People like Lee Culp,
the College's Registrar, who al-
lowed all dancers and workers to
have a runner go through registra-
tion for them. Ed Runser was
particularly generous, donating
$100 worth of buttons. And there
.was President Copeland, whose
1500 worth of assistance can hardly
go unnoticed. When that is added to
the 8400 from the "Cage Rats"(former Wooster students who orig-
inally built Ichabod's). and the $875
the "Auction for Coolness raised(an SGA undertaking headed by
Dan Green), the total comes to
82.800. With this money, the stu- -
- dents can probably , look forward to
a ventilation system in Ichabod's
this year.
ANDRKWS LIBRARY HOURS FOR THANKSGIVING BRXAK:
Wednesday, November 23, 8 a.m.--5 p.m.
Thursday, November 24, CLOSED
Friday. November 25, 8 a.m.--5 p.m.
Saturday, November 28. 8 a.m.-- 5 p.m.
Sunday. November 27, 1-- 10 p.m.
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dents' interviewing skills. Viewing
a videotape of his own mock inter-
view, a student ean pick out his
weaknesses and strengths. The val-
ue of this visual critique would
surely be felt in the student's ac-
tual employment interviews.
Use of taped typical interviews
would give students additional in-
formation about the true nature of
an interview. The goal of these
tapes is. once again, to increase
students' effectiveness in the inter-
view setting. -
CPPS is also channeling some of
this innovative energy into commu-
nication with the employment com-
munity. Case points out. that al-
though The College has Informed
students of-th-e importance of a
liberal arts education at Wooster.
more could be done to notify the
employment world of the rigorous
Wooster Independent Study and its
other educational merits. This idea
is already in the works, as papers
and pamphlets are being prepared
for their future circulation to the
employment community.
Hoping to tap into, the recent
computer erase, CPPS is exploring
the possibility of obtaining a com-
puter base program in career and
life planning. Career advisors are
finding that students are willing
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and eager to work with a computer
terminal when It comes to career
planning.
CPPS Is looking at the System
Interactive Guidance and Informa-
tion (SIGI) designed by the Educa-
tional Testing Service and the Dis-
cover Program by the American
College Testing Program.
Both programs will be available
on campus In the near future.
During this trial period, students
will have the opportunity to try out
the ' programs for themselves. A
Continued on Page 3
Peto Concerned With
Threat Of Measles
- By Tom Hetriek --
After an outbreak of measles at
other lfidwestern universities last
year. The College Is taking preven-
tive' steps to assure this does not
happen at Wooster in the. near
future.
Randolph Peto, Director of The
Student Health Service, is spear-
heading a state-wid- e effort to keep
the illness from slowing down stu-
dents in the coming months.
Peto explained that the recent
concerns over measles Is due to the
time period in which the present
age group of students was vaccinat-
ed, and the inadequate medical
records available on campus. Peto
said that if a student was vaccinat
Prof Resigns;
Russian Dept.Questionable
: By Emily Drags
Last week. Professor Joel Wilkin-
son. Chairman of the Russian
Studies Department, announced his
resignation effective December 31.
"He accepted a non-teachi- ng posi-
tion .at another association" com-
mented Don Harvard, Vice Presi-
dent of Academic Affairs. This
occurrence has only furthered the
debate that Is In progress as to the
role Russian Studies should play in
the curriculum at Wooster. Profes-
sor of history Dan Calhoun, an avid
supporter of the program, has
moved that the faculty should rec-
ommend the dissolving of Russian
Studies. This was done in an effort
to provoke response to the issue.
According to Harvard, "We are
getting In contact with people who
--win be able to fin the spot" The
students are "upset he Is leaving,
but understand his Justifications for
the move.. Freshman Laura Stein
sUted'Kussian is a diZkult lan-
guage to learn and I hope the next
professor will be as competent aa
Windnsm. Dean of Faculty. Vivi-
an Hbliiday. stressedThe CoSe? e
Is doing everything possible to L3
the position by second semester.
We are sifting through those appli-
cants who are Interested and qualif-
ied.- - ,..
. .
The Educational Policy Commit-
tee has approved the maintenance
of elementary Russian and some
comparative literature courses
without maintaining an independ-
ent unitythe Russian Studies De-
partment. Commented - HolU
day."With less than a full-tim- e
on Page 18
ed before 12 months of age or from
1883-188- 7. it is possible that the
Immunisation was not totally effec-
tive. - - ' - ;- -.
The Student Health Service is
now asking for the help of students
to obtain the exact medical records
dealing with immunization. Peto
explained that The College "has not
acquired adequate medleal
records' for most students. This is
because students, in most cases,
filled out the medical forms Incom-
pletely when entering as freshmen.
To provide the information, the
health ? service only needs each
student to fhid the month, day, and
.
v.:;;.QD8tftaaid on Page 12
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The Spoilage Of
Marlboro Country
As early as 1604 James I spoke of "a custome lothsome to
the eye. hateful to the Nose, harmefull to the braine,
'dangerous to the Lungs, and in the black stinking fume
thereof, neerest the horible Stigian smoak of the pit that is
bottomelesse."
Dear King James is long dead and buried, but unfortun-
ately the vile action of which he spoke is alive and well. No.
adultery does not make your eyes water and your, throat
burn. That' of which we speak is the insertion of a small,
primitive object into the oral cavity, the aggressive inhaling
of its contents, and the cool, prolonged discharge of tar and
nicotine (often very comical), which ultimately produces the
slow decimation of the huraan anatomy everyone's.
Get the picture. We'll clear the air. We find nothing more
socially offensive than smoking.
Here at The College, as it is throughout the United States,
smoking is an accepted part of the social ecosphere. But this
affirmation is quite amusing considering the priority modern
society places on social equality, cleanliness, and health.
These priorities cannot possibly exist when so many Ameri-
cans are sucking on nicotine sticks in public.
We label public areas as places such as parks, audito-
riums, hallways, elevators, restaurants, restrooms, stores,
classrooms, offices and cafeterias. To the smoker these
territories constitute Marlboro Country.
America is obsessed with equal rights. People are
constantly fighting for economic opportunity, political lever-
age, and social status. Even though smoking has become as
commonplace as Izod and Vanderbilt, the issue of fairness for
non-smok- ers has seldom been raised.
One of the few exceptions is the town of Palo Alto,
California. Recently this city passed what is probably the
toughest anti-smoki- ng law in the country- - The law requires
people to extinguish smoking materials before entering --public
areas, and outlaws smoking in 23 of lunchrooms and
employee lounges.
Yet California is a long way from Wooster, Ohio. And it is
often easy to lose sight of your Rice Krispie's in Lowry's
indoor fog. Why do the majority of students have to suffer for
the weaknesses of a few?
Cleanliness. This ideal comes just ahead of 'reverent' in
the Scouts' Law and just behind Monday Night Football in the
American mind-se- t. One of the biggest industries in the
United States is cosmetics. We perfume, camouflage, and
deodorize anything that moves. Why do we value cleanliness
so highly, yet socially condone the complete antithesis of it.
Blown smoke has a nasty habit of clinging to anything that
exists. Yet, all the Brute Faberge in the world will not save
your lungs. But then again, the rule is 'survival of the fittest,'
and how many smokers do you know that live to be 70 years
old?
We are not questioning the right of people to incinerate
the only bodies which they - were given. Yet contrary to
popular belief, the consequences of smoking affect everyone
in the immediate environment, not just the individual who
mindlessly puffs away for personal gratification. Independent
Study is not the only source of headaches, eye irritation and
sore throats.
We will not even bother to beat you over the head with
the statistics on heart disease, lung cancer, emphysema,
strokes and chronic bronchitis, because no matter what it
says on the label, those who wish to smoke will probably do
so. Perhaps the only way smokers would take notice is if the .
label read: Warning: The Surgeon General has determined
that cigarette smoking is repulsive and dangerous to the
health of those around you.
Tom Ward
Tom Hetrick
Paul Miller
E.P.C. Decision Protested
Editors:
We, the members of the Black
Student Association, are very frus-
trated and discontented at the Edu-
cational Policy Committee's deci-
sion to eliminate the position of
EnglishBlack Studies which hap-
pens to be occupied by a black
professor. We feel that their act is
a direct contradiction to the section
of. The Committee. of the. Quality of.
Black Student Life which .states .
THE WOOSTER VOICE. FRIDAY. NOVEMBER IS. 1S33
"that the college intensify the Af-
firmative Action and Equal Oppor-
tunity efforts needed to require
black faculty". Also in the last
issue of The Voice, the College
made a commitment to the Black
Studies Program. Is the college
now reneging on its latest commit-
ment?
.
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Soup And...
Wooster Student
Walks For Peace
BY MARTHA J. LOWRY
Last spring, 30 Wooster students
flew to Israel for the quarter.
Twenty-nin- e of us returned home.
The last one, Jack Jones, came
west as far as London; but there he
turned around and headed back
toward Israel this time on foot.
That was mid-Ma- y. It is now mid-Novem- ber
and Jack is halfway
through Greece about 1300 miles
from London by the flight of the
proverbial crow. But people do not
walk "as the crow files," as- - is
evidenced by the shape of thejourney across Europe (see map).
For the first southward stretch(London to Taize, France), Jack
walked with the Bethlehem Peace
Pilgrimage. The BPP started out In
May 1982, from the Trident subma-
rine base in Seattle, Washington,
walked across the States to the
Pentagon, and will arrive at their
final destination (Bethlehem, Is-
rael) this December. In cities along
the way, the pilgrims encourage
dialogue and action on peace is-
sues. Unfortunately, "guest walk-
ers" may only walk with the BPP
for one month. When that month
was up. the BPP suggested that
Jack and Nancy Kiehl (another
guest walker from Cleveland) or-
ganize a second pilgrimage to Beth-
lehem, beginning in West Germa-
ny. So after much deliberation and
planning, they hitchhiked to Stutt-
gart, West Germany.
"That hitchhiking is a long story
in itself. We didn't know where we
were going, where we would stay,
or how to speak German ... One
man drove about 100 mph. A truck
driver who had stayed up the night .
before and hadn't eaten all day,
picked us up at 10:00 p.mr We
stopped for dinner at a truck stop
where he had beer, wine and a
meal of steak and eggs. The whole
time I could just see him with a
heavy meal in his stomach, driving
through his second night of no sleep
after having that beer and wine! ...
I poured his beer into my glass
instead of accepting a beer from
him, and got up to go with his glass
still half fulL He got up too and
chugged the glass! Oh well, we try
... That was the night we slept
under the bridge the truck driver
let us out at 3 a.m. I hope and pray
he made it, because he was really
nice ... Really stupid to drive like
that, but really nice." (Jack Jones,
s883).
On Aug. 6, the 38th anniversary
of the bombing of Hiroshima, the
Shepherds' Field Peace Pilgrimage
set Out from Stuttgart. The group
consists of about five people from
France, Germany and the United
States. By now Jack's former
roommate. Jim Rustle (Wooster
Continued on Page 1
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Lebanon
Column
Praised
Editors:
Columnist Andrew Goldman's de-
fense of America's military pres-
ence in Lebanon is one of the more
enlightened articles on that theme
since the disastrous Oct 23 Beirut
suicide bombings took place. Un-
like so many recent editorials
which have surfeited the pages of
The Washington Post wad The New
York Times. Mr. Goldman's analy-
sis gets to the root of evil in
Lebanon: Syria.
"The United States must take a
stand against Syria and hold them
responsible for all actions coming
out of the territories they occupy,"
Mr. Goldman writes. How true, and
yet President Reagan, for all his
attempts to be fair in the Lebanon
matter, fails to understand the evil
of the Soviet-backe- d government in
Damascus. With the PLO now shat-
tered and lame due to political
Infighting (center among this divi-Contlnu- ed
on Page It .
Tom Hetrick
Paul UQer
Emily Drag. .
Elizabeth Koremaa
Frans Jantzen
Andrew Goldman --
C. After
John Stapietou
Tom Ward
Peter Botti. Dave Bryan. Susan R. Jones. Chris Luse, Rachael
Porter. Sue Liggett. Chuck Craig. Aaron Buda, John Wilkinson, Beth
Mabel, Mae Squier. Stephanie Tan. Amy Weisberger. Patricia
Bauerte. J.D. Cox. Ian Fried. Wolfgang Hoeschele. Cheryl Lower,
Marc Miller. Drew VandeCreek. Carol Pearson. Doug Cbilcott, Rick
Freas. David Boop. John Petrie. Judy SkwierU. Carolyn Matthews,
Lis Donaldson, Sarah Simmons, Don Sandford.
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THs Scientist
PJate TectoiuTur;
By Carol Pearson
Sometimes we take for granted
e earth around us, especially
neath ns. What is coins on down
w us that causes mountains
olcanoes, earthquakes and so
uch more?
In the past many scientists have
ttempted to prove what causes the
arth to cough, sputter, spit and
nove about, it was not untu tne
O's that an all encompassing theo--y
a scientific revolution, was offl-:ial- ly
introduced to explain the
earth's motion. It is called Plate
Tectonics; Many plates move about
ttlliding and pulling apart .-- This
heory has as much effect on an of
geology as does the theory of evolu-
tion ' '- -on biology.
I Plate tectonics --has caused alii
bast geologic thought to be reas
sessed and redirected. The-- deep--
seated., motion of the plates -- has
ultimately affected climate and the
Variety and positioning of all spe- -
fcies of life. Even the fact that our
continent has mountains. : basins,jfaulU - and the . bordering Atlantic
land pacific oceans is a result of
date movement. - -
( In the early 1900's. Alfred Wege-
ner proposed the precursor to plate
hec tonics called continental drift.
He believed that continental crust
glided and moved about on top of
,e earth. The idea was theoretical
ly thrashed about, and eventually
geologists set out to methodologi
cally investigate it.
I With seismic readings and sea
uoor cxpiorauuu, kkuuw oucuf- -
ered that the mechanism for
motion was much deeper than the
continental crust. Beneath the con
tinental crust lies the lithosphere.
'approximately 50-1- 25 kilometersf
,
deep; wnlen u - the oceanic. 7 crust
'and part of the mantle. Even fur-
ther in the mantle is a layer of hot
'flowing rock (1400 c.) called the
'asthenospbefe that U proposed to
be the layer upon which the plates
move around. ---- -- - --. - ' .
I Itbas been suggested that si one
time on earth alt the? plates' were
i connected. This super-contine- nt is
I labelled Pangaea. Since then the
1 plates broke apart and made the
i formation they are In today. The
plates are still moving today: some
almost eient --centimeters per year.
TMff Baa "been determined from hot
spots' which are' deep stationary
magme plumes thatrrlse front the
asthenosphere causing volcanic ac
tivity on the surf ace. The Hawaiian
Island chain is a result of this hot
soot activity.. : r .---r- r:.."
I The whole plate tectonic process
i Dennis
1 116 South Market St. vlooster, Ohio 44691
Revolution
involves expansion and destruction
of the rock material on earth, c -
There - are three boundaries
where the movement occurs.' New
earth is created from an oceanic
ridge, like the Mid-Atlant- ic, as it
spews up magma. This is a result
of two plates pulling : apart As
Allan Cox explains - in his book;
Plate Tectonics and Geomagnetic
Reversals, geologists have per-
formed magnetic studies and have
discovered that a pattern of normal
and reverse "'. magnetic poles
through time coincides with the age
of the rock. As you get further from
the ridge the rocks --are older, and.
older, and the younger crust is
being formed at the ridge." -
The - next boundary is called a
trench or a subduction sone. Two
plates converge together and the
heavier oceanic plate will slip un-
der the lighter continental plate
The result of this action are very
evident to us on the surface.; Vol-
canoes such as Ift St Helens, and
whole, mountain chains, have
formed. --.. '--Trt:- '"-'"'.-'
r : The final boundary exists when
two - plates run past each other
causing a transform fault such as
the San Andreas fault in California.
The question that is most contro-
versial now is what is the mecha-
nism that causes: these plates to
move? .
.-
--
:--
: -
The original hypothesis suggests
that a convection current motivat-
ed by thermal energy in the mantle
acts as a conveyor belt Magma is
carried up through the ridge and
out on the sea floor in a continual
process. - - '.
Others have .hypothesized that
the -- mantle may not be the driving
force "but rather the weight of the
plates or the push from the ridge
controls its own movement
- Certainly there is much more to
be learned about the earth, but the
tectonic theory is well established.
Everyone, not Just scientists, can
see the works of plate tectonics. By
looking at a map of South America
and Africa you : can- - see how the
continents must have at one time
fit together like a Jigsaw puzzle. .
- Scientists of pre-tecton- ic time
have learned to incorporate -- plate
tectonics in all their- - studies. And
young scientists of today have
"grown up" with the plate tectonics
revolution rand continue , to study;
what tne einn u revealing minis
new light - - . . . ": v
It you would like to "learn more
about piste tectonics, the. piste
tectonics seminar Is ottered next
spring semester.
Health & Nutrition Center I
r 216-263-00- 35 V
Opens: Monday-Saturda- y 9:00 a.m.
Closes: 9:00 p.m. Monday and Friday I
5:00 p.m. other days - ; I
DIGEST
. Compiled by Chris Lose -- :
.(London) .The first cruise mis-
siles to be deployed in Europe
arrived in Britain Monday.: No
demonstrations occurred, due to
the arrival of the missiles at Green-ha- m
Common Air - Base - a - day
early, although a few hundred
protestors have camped outside the
airbase. The U.S. has offered to cut
its nuclear missile deployment in
Europe and challenged, the Soviet
Union to accept the proposal, and
cut its forces or reach an arms
control pact The proposal call for
no - more . than 420 intermediate-rang- e
. warheads to be based in
Europe by either nation. Despite
earlier threats to cancel the Gene-
va talks if deployment of the mis-
siles in Europe proceeded, more
sessions were scheduled by the
USSR during the week.(Tripoli) The PLO rebels opposed
to Yasser Arafat fired rockets into
Syrian-hel- d Northern Lebanon at
loyalist positions in refugee camps
outside Tripoli, despite a truce
reached earlier in the week. Re
newed Syrian threats are thought
to be bringing Arafat and Jordan's
King Hussein together. Robert Mc--
Fariane, Reagan's National Securi
ty Adviser,- - warned Syria to stop
shooting at U.S. . aircraft or else
the U.S. would respond. Donald
Rumsfeld, the new special envoy;
arrived in Beirut, as Druse militia
fired rockets and shelled Christian
East Beirut end Druse factions
fought Lebanese, troops in the cen
tral mountain region. Lebanese
President Gemayel delayed the Ge
neva peace talks to consult with the
leaders of other nations about , the
removal of : foreign forces form
Lebanon,
.-
-
-
.
: President Reagan called his Asia
trin a success, saying "America's
partnerships are stronger and pros
pects for a secure peace ana pros-oeri- tv
are better than a week ago.".
Jteagan visited ; the demilitarized
zone between North and South Ko-
rea and reaffirmed U.S. military
commitments to South Korea. His
visit was heavily guarded, due to
earlier bombings attributed to
North Korea in Thailand which had
killed several important South. Ko-
reans. Reagan called for a more
.
democratic system and better hu-
man rights under the present re-
gime. In Japan, Reagan denounced
excessive trade barriers and trade
differences between the two na
tions, urging --an increase in U.S.
, energy imports. ' President 'Reagan
affirmed the close ,U-S.-Japan- ese
ties, and said that he looks forward
to the day when nuclear weapons
are "banished from The face of the
earth' Reagan and Japanese lead-
er Nakasone announced --plans ; to
strengthen the yen, but many eco--
- nomic issues were unresolved. --(Warsaw) Poland's Communist
leaders anounced plans to raise
food prices 10-1-5 and called for
consultations with the people " to
prevent unrest Underground lead-
ers of the outlawed Solidarity trade
onion have told supporters to or
ganize on the Job opposition to the
increases. Food price increases had
been a major factor in sparking the
nationwide strikes of 1881. and the
Jaruselskl regime so far bad been
wary of new increases, which the
government announced were neces-
sary for increased farm benefits. r
Pi
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Jim Case, the new Director of the Career Planning-an- d Placement
Service, has outlined a wide variety of new programs for the center.
Photograph by Franz Jantzen. '
.CaJfampslacement Office
Continued from Page 1
decision as to which system, ana
when and if it will be purchased, is
pending.:;.-v.- t -
Case and . IuTPSjTersonnel
also --. hope to tackle the: topic, vt
internships. In both the; study on
the quality of black life on Campus
and . last : years retention reports,
there were indications that an in-
crease in the number of internships
would be encouraged. --'
The current Internships are cen-
tered in business economics and
urban semester program Case
stresses the importance of learning
outside the classroom in addition to
regular classwork. CPPS has col-
lected directories of internships in
Washington, summer internships,
and special internships for women,
in an effort to encourage students
to take advantage of this valuable
off-camp-us experience.'
Case ' also mentions the' alumni
career counseling program current-
ly operating at The College. Over
500 . alumni have volunteered to
take part in this one-to-o-ne com-munciati- on
with students. Offering
their advice and experience, these
alumni offer' an appreciated aid to
students in delicate career deci-
sions.': '-
-'
Things . are definitely happening
in the, CPPS suite on lower level
Lowry Center. Case states. "What
should the model career program
be at The College of Wooster? We
at CPPS are making suggestions in :
hope that eventually we can create
a program which helps the students ,
of today as well as those of tomor-
row." If the recent innovations in
CPPS are any indication. Case's
goal is well within reach.
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OICE REACHES 50th .MILESTONE
"'4 N '
Bj Sarah Simmons
ovember 13, 1883, F.B. Pear
son and T.G. MeConkey produced
the first issue of The University
Voice.
Under the motto "UtfleDulci"
'the usable with the agreeablethis pilot issue stated. "We
hope to make the Voice a compend
of ail the workings of the Universi-
ty, so that it should come into the
hands of the subscribers each week
as a fresh rigorous letter giving the
details of all the work done during
the week."
After one hundred years of
change, America's oldest weekly
college newspaper still lives as a
forum of student expression. For
the most part, editors have had
- i
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dramatic outrage and experPj
mentation. As students became
more politically aware, the newspa
per evolved as an outlet for rebel-
lion. Letters to the editor and
editorials attacked institutions on
both the local and national levels.
Demonstrations against the Viet
nam War. the women's movement,
chapel requirements, coed living
and student participation in admin-
istrative decisions all had their
(place in the Voice
ta 1970. Editor Nate Speights ran
a reverse cover . (white print on
complete freedom to print whatever, homosexuals.
they pleased.
However, editor William Sea-man.13- 0,
pointed out, "
we ran afoul of the authorities by
letting someone's pet peeve get into
print, so that it was not wise to
mau that issue."
The University Voice was pri
vately owned by students until 1890
when it merged with the literary
Journal, The Wooster Collegitn and
became The Wooster Voice
In the early years, a subscription
rate of one dollar was charged for
a years worth of issues. This price
crept up to two dollars before the
administration, in the 1920's. allo-
cated funds from the student activi-
ties fee.
From six full-size- d columns with
poetry and patent medicine adver-
tisements to a tabloid .magazine
style with photographs; Voice edi-
tors have consciously or uncon-
sciously manipulated the cosmetic
appearance of the paper to depict
the mind-se- t of the times.
In the 1920's, when money was
scarce, the Voice was printed on
such low quality paper that it is
now deteriorating and barely read-
able. The papers of the Roosevelt
and McCarthy Eras reflected pa
triotic propaganda on America
the Beautiful."
The 1960'r and TO's brought -- bout t
Iblack paper) to emphasise the
plague of racism on the campus. .
Ten years later. Editor Kevin
Grubbs printed in purple ink an
issue attacking the oppression of
Whether or not the past hundred
editors upheld the objective princi-
ple of Journalism is a debatable
issue. On a campus where 'earth--
shattering' stories are minimal and
day to day events routine, it is
difficult to always produce a news
paper of zest and intellectual vigor.
An editor has to strike a balance
between doldrum and sensattonal-- r
ism; and is often criticized for!
taking either approach. - , . "
However, on this centennial we;
are not here to critique the content:
of the Voice; but rather to cele-- i
brate 100 years of free expression.
As the editorial board in 195C
pointed out, " We are thankful that
the Voice is not censored, that
complete freedom of the press is
observed. It is a credit to The
College that both students and ad--
mmisxrauon nave maintain ro-- uus
freedom, one of the most importani
of our nation."
- in the next one hundred years, it
is certain the.' Voice will encounter
incomprehensible transitions as it(progresses through technological,
social and political spheres. Hope--i
fully, the paper's heritage of free
expression will - remain alive ant!
the editors of torn morrow , will still
be able to exercise our motto "1
Utile Duld " the usful with the
mat f.iHt j. . - s.w
!ife
Thanksgiving In
BY ELIZABETH KO REMAN
With the. imminent approach of Thanksgiving, those of us
who've been around here for a few years are ready to take
our exams and leave. But not this year, this semesterbusiness has not only been cruel to our constitutions, but now
we have to return for another three weeks of torture after our
holiday. And yet there is something, worse than returning:
having to stay in Wooster for Thanksgiving when it seems
that everyone else has gone home.
For those who wilt remain, and those who will, after they
return, want to escape the Heavenly City, the Argus has
compiled a list of places to go in Cleveland. Planned around a
one day trip Ignoring the terribly imminent necessities of
Christmas shopping this itinerary is geared towards the
artistic, intellectual and the sophisticated in us all. All of the
laces mentioned are centrally located and easily accessibleEy Cleveland's Rapid Transit so that the trip could be easily
run in conjunction with the SAB trips, or taken independent-
ly.
Both the Institute of Arts and The Cleveland Museum of
Natural History are located in University Circle.
The Museum of Natural History contains exhibits which
catalog the development of the area's geology and fauna. It
also includes dinosaur skeletons and mineral collections.
The Institute of Art houses Impressive modern. Eastern,
Chinese, African, medieval, and classical collections. The
displays themselves transform the usually dull, stuffy mu-
seum atmosphere into a more easily digestible --and enjoyable
environment. The technique of mixing standard glass cases
with all hangings and uncovered furniture' and statues
transforms the museum visitor from a bored observer Into an
actively interested participant; especially since only the
omni-prese- nt guards prevent you from touching the wondrous
statues and chairs. Open until 6:00 p.m., the Institute of Art
is rarely crowded.
Once the museums have closed their doors and your
stomach Is demanding a little attention, look behind Universi-
ty Circle in the ethnic neighborhood known as Little Italy for
a wonderful restaurant called The Roman Gardens (12007
Mayfield Road, tel. 421-9497- ). Moderately priced and decorat-
ed In red and black with a cherub fountain, huge white
napkins and waiters who still speak through thick Italian
accents, the Roman Garden has an excellent cuisine.
The tomato salad with parsley and dill Is very fresh
and the pasta di casl is wonderful.
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It the gargantuan portions of appetizers and entrees are
not satisfying, the spumonl is as good as that served at the
bottom of the Spanish Steps. And not only that, there is an
Italian dolcerla across the street.
With a little luck, you should be able to extricate yourself
from dinner in time to make the 8:00 or 10:00 p.m. show In
Kennedy's at the corner of Euclid Ave. and East 17th street.
Buried under the Palace Theatre, Kennedy's is a
night club with a $4 cover charge which serves
. desserts and drinks from a full bar. BroadwayBabies, a musical review of Broadway hits,
will be playing until the end of the month.
Above in the Palace Theatre, Pump Boys
and Dinnets plays Friday and Saturday at
7:30 and 10:00 p.m. Tickets are $12 and $15.
After the show, if you aren't
exhausted and haven't emptied your
wallet, there is a wonderful cafe In the
Flats called The Old River Cafe and Wine
Co. Featuring quiet jazz bands, this
redecorated warehouse has assumed the
atmosDhere of a 1930's mod-dec- o Parisian
cafe. The cafe has an excellent internationalbeer and wine list, as well as a tun bar
with blender drinks. The salads and
sandwiches are qood, and the prices
border on cheap.Perhaps running the gamut from the.
Institute of Art to Italian food and jazz
will suffice in lieu of Thanksgiving
dinner at home, however paltry a substitute
, It may seem.
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(fMackenzie Gallery Reviewedft 15 THIS WEEK
By Franz Jantzen IN WOOSTERTo note: Last week's art column was incorrectly labeled "MacKensle Gallery Reviewed
iwhwi it ujic etii3tttt nnthtnrt nf Ka uir In arMHlrir ho nhrttnnrxnh in thf column al&a had
absolutely nothing to do with the article, being "Eric La Rue: Homer, III. 1982" by Cella Jordan and
n liffwivi f-jaK- tlo h Ttmnthx Trarr' I xrinlnril-r- m fnr nv mrtfi iinn that mjv hjtvm bwn caused V thisfl
blunder, especially because the column --was a critical look at color photography, and the work in
MacKensie is all in color.
Timothy Tracz: South Jersey Series
Timothy Tracz is a clever photographer. In his nine color photographs of the predominantly
residential sections of southern New Jersey, he views his subjects with a good-nature- d
detachedness; by comparison, a black-and-whi- te photographer might well be inclined to interpret
the same topic with a more pessimistic motif.
Tracz is a very quiet photographer, moving around and snapping generally mundane or even
tacky scenes with a lowness of key that makes my stomach grin. He breathes an optimism into his
pictures similar to the feeling of a photograph by Lisette Model, sometimes Henri Cartier-Bresso- n,
or possibly the color photographs of Robert Mertin.
If one looks hard enough, Duane Michaels, Jerry Uelsmann or the painter David Hockney
might come to mind. This is interesting, because his subjects are ones previously seen from very
different eyes by photographers like Diane Arbus, whose unenthusiastic views of the common
suburbanite depicted them as an ugly, naked breed; and Robert Frank, who worked in the same
vein, but was more forgiving in his graphic depiction; his people are generic, while Arbus' are
freaks. Tracz does not focus exclusively on people, as these two photographers tended to do, but
worked within the same context.
One of Arbus' pictures in particular comes to mind for comparison; it is taken at Disneyland,
of the castle. It is taken at night, the mood is gloomy and the castle looks like a great fake hoax, in
all its elaborate gingerbread-housishnes- s. Tracz' photograph of his wooden castle (presumably to be
a department store for toys or a supermarket) is taken from the same angle; it is during the day.
and the major components of the picture are the sky, the plywood two-stor-y castle complete with
medievalesque turrets) and the sand in the foreground. It is strictly grounded in reality, for the
words "sewer" and "water" are spray-painte- d in bright red on the plywood (the only real color in
the picture) to indicate plumbing connections. Poof i there goes the fantasy.
Tracz does no critical judgment-passin- g. He has a refined sense of design and a sophisticated,
balanced arrangement of color that makes his pictures enjoyable and satisfying to look at. In
photographs such as his of the dog on the car, and .the woman sunbathing, it is the composition and
his use of a wider-than-norm- al lens that makes them funny. In others like the one of the boy at the
circus, and the one of the wooden castle, the color takes over and animates them. In either case,
Tracz is an ambidextrous, reassuring photographer.
Celia Jordan: Baby Series
First of all, it has been suggested that I make the point that.it takes talent to make baby
photographs that do not fall into traditional, sappy traps. This is very true, and Ms. Jordan is not
plagued by these traps. However, Jordan does not go much further than this, and these pictures do
not tell me anything new, nor do they even appraoch the subiect with interesting creativity.
Basically, they are photographs of mothers holding babies, or babies doing a solo for the
camera. The pictures are all square, the babies' face is in or near the center, they are all flash
photographs, and are all ten inches square. Especially within this context Jordan's babies have no
individuality. They are suburban babies shot in the suburbs for emphasis, I suppose, to stress the
spareness she is evidently trying to convey. The flash adds to this mood, and often gives the baby a
mug-sh- ot style flatness.
.
'
Some of the babies look suspicious ("Eric La Rue: Homer III. 1982"), some look genuinely
repugnant ("Sally 1982"), but most simply look cute. They all run together, though, and it looks like
they were all shot in the same afternoon. What Is she trying to do? Is she showing us "the American
Baby', or "the Suburban Baby", or simply "Babies Outdoors"? This is very unclear, and it is a tad
pretentious that she leaves it ail up in the air, possibly "for our own interpretation." If this isn't
enough, I am a bit thrown off that she seems to be imitating, very conspiciously, the style of Diane
Arbus. Whatever Jordan reveals in her Baby pictures, Arbus reveals more about the relationship of
the baby to its mother and the outside world in one photograph, "Mother and Crying Child, 1968."
Auditions Nov. 29
Auditions will be held In the Shoolroy Theatre Nov. 29 at
4:00 and 7:00 p.m. for The Improvisation! Troupe. Thisgroup will perform next semester using socially relevant
issues and humorous situations as bases for improvisations.
No previous knowledge of Improvisations Is necessary for the
audition. Interested persons should come In comfortable
clothes ready to move. Contact Russ White If you have anyQuestions at Box C-30- 35 or ext. 2649. Please take the time to
sign your name on an audition list in Wishart across from
Annetta Jefferson's off ice or Lowry front desk.
Hanr7
Birthday!!- -
Jennifer. Lambert
LOVE,
FIRST NEW!
tions.
Center,
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LECTURE : A Plan for the 80, Tony Brown, Producer ofTony Brown's. Journal, McGaw Chapeir8:15 p.m. Opening
event In the symposium on Black Studies in the Academy.
PANEL DISCUSSION: Black Studies' Influence In Ex-
panding the Curriculum, Lean Lecture Room, 9:30-11:3- 0 a.m.
PANEL DISCUSSION: Black Studies as a Force In
Community Development, Lean Lecture Room, 1:30-3:3- 0 p.m.
PANEL DISCUSSION: Student Response to BlackStudies, Lean Lecture Room. 1:30-3:3- 0 p.m.
LECTURE: Black Studies Pedagogy: Innovation In the
Classroom, Johnella Butler, Director of Black Studies, Smith
College, Lean Lecture Room, 8 p.m.
FILM: All Quiet on the Western Front, Mateer Audito-
rium, 7:30 p.m.
CONVOCATION; Black Studies in the University in
Retrospect, Harold Cruse, Professor of History and Afro-Americ- an
Studies, University of Michigan, Mateer Audito-
rium, 11 a.m.
PANEL DISCUSSION: Extending the Boundaries of
Traditional Research, Lowry Center, Room 119, 1:30-3:3- 0
P'mpLENARY SESSION: Maben Herring, National Endow-
ment for the Humanities, Lowry Center, Room 119, 4 p.m.
Concluding event In the Symposium on Black Studies In the
Academy.
EXHIBIT: "American Holiday Tradl- -
Hours: 7 a.m.-1- 2 midnight, dally. No charge. Lowry
LECTURE: Another Vietnam? Sources of the Conflict In
Central America, Robert E. White, Former Ambassador to
El Salvador, fired by Ronald Reagan for his outspoken views
on U.S. Involvement In El Salvador. McGaw Chapel, 8:1$
p.m.
FILM: The Threepenny Opera, Mateer Auditorium, 7p.m
30
EXHIBIT: Drawings bv Bill
Kreplin. Hours: Mon.-Fr- i. 8 a.m.-1-2 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m.-1- 2p.m.;
. Sun. 12 noon-1- 0 p.m. No charge. MacKenzle Gallery
Severance Art Building.
CONVOCATION : The Original Punch and Judy Show,
Let Petite Amies Puppet; Company, Mateer Auditorium, 11
a.m. x
FILM: Ragtime, Mateer Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
GUEST RECITAL; Soarana Pllaen
Davis. No charge. Mackey Hall. .
.
-
DANCE CONCERT: College off Wooster Dance Troupe7
directed by Kim Trltt, Freedlander Theatre, 8:15 p.m.,
admission charge. '. v
' CONCERT: "Messiah," the ConcertChoir with orchestra, conducted by Dale Moore. Admission
84. (see attachment). McGaw Chapel. .
Argus is tta Arts and Cottar guide to The Wooster Voice. Submission to
the calendar must be la by C p.m. oa the Sunday before publication.
Submissions may be placed in the Arts and Culture box la the Vote office, orh, n Rnv itOfl TnmiiriM thanM h mada tn Ratb tmnn at Ext. 2757.
The calendar to compiled by Susan flgge. .- -. . -
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Anatomy Of A Bad Moment
Part I: The Uncomfortable Lull
ByMacSquler
"Anatomy of a Bad Moment, Part I: The Uncomfortable
Lull"
Bad moments we've all had them and, God help us, we
will all invariably continue to have them. They are those all
too familiar instances in human existence when the laws of
communication break down; when any prior semblance of.
wit and spontaneity which one may have once had Is briefly
but fleetlngly lost into oblivion. As an "armchair analyzer" of
human behavior, and witness of, as well as participant In,
countless bad moments myself, I feel compelled to expound
on the phenomenon which I call the bad moment.
Bad moments come in all shapes and forms, and owing to
their ubiquitous nature, can hardly be avoided. Like all
hardships In life, one must learn to live with them. One very
perplexing off-sho- ot of the bad moment Is what Is more
commonly known as the uncomfortable lull.
We've all had uncomfortable lulls also. They are those
rare moments in conversation when silence wins over
anything else; when the topics of weather, I.S. and hangovers
have long been exhausted.
Lulls tend to distort one's conception of time. Ten seconds
for most people Is not very long but when a lull is ten
seconds, time itself takes on new dimensions. The deafening
roar of silence cuts through one's very soul like a huntsman's
blade while conventional Laws of Einstelnian physics are all
but thrown out the window.
Waiting is perhaps the worst part of the uncomfortble
lull. Once the lull is initiated, you're so sure that your partner
in conversation will shortly save the day with an utterance.
Unfortunately for you,. your partner is likewise thinking that
you will save the day with an earth shattering revelation.
You would kill for something, even the most trivial thing, to
say, but you can't for the life of you, dredge up a single
thought. The tension soon mounts and compounds Into endless
anticipation which eventually becomes a full-blow- n bad
moment.
Lulls can also be expensive. If you've ever had a long-
distance lull I think that you may have a keen Insight into
fust what I mean. Talking on the telephone (what I call the
torture-phone-) can be a painful experience for some. You see,
on the telephone all that you hear is a voice; crackllg like
burnt popcorn over miles of cables. There are no eyes to took
Into, there are no body movements to guage, and perhaps
worst of all there is no feasible way out of the long-distan- ce
lull. At least when engaging In normal conversation, you have
the viable option to bail out If a lull comes to pass. On the
telephone you are committed.
Probably the most classic lulls occur on dates. You're so
sure of what you're going to say to her (him) everything Is
going to be perfect for once. And then your worst fears start
creeping into reality. You engage your brain for clever and
witty things to say (things that she (he) will admire you for),
but you are rudely impeded by closed doors at the entrance-o- f
your mind. All of the mental processes that you knew you
were capable of erballzing are wiped clean from your
memory banks. Youre virtually devoid of thought. .You
stand awestruck like the Ullage buffoon, with your mouth
gaping open and your pride lost to the vultures. You want to
die. You wish you could be spit out of the universe like a
watermelon seed.
r
More next week on bad moments. . u
WCWS encourages everyone to watch
the ABC television special ...
'THE DAY AFTER"
Sunday November 20
A movie about the effects of nuclear war.
WCWS will be presenting a LIVE Public
Affairs program which will focus on the issues
raised in this television special Monday,
November 21 from 11:00 a.m. until 12:00 noon.
We will be accepting any telephone ques-
tions during this time. The extension is ...
2477, on campus. And 264-247- 7 off of the
campus. ;
JUST FOR THE RECORD
Error In The System serves
up a consistently grim view of
Life on Earth; Schilling, a na-
tive German, sings of life in the
shade of foreign nuclear weap-
ons and the threat of extinction.
His view Is consistent with the
attitudes of European protes-
tors today: a desperate blend
Vrk
(V
of anti-wa- r, anti-Americ- an fa-
talism. His music is also on the
cutting edge of European syn-
thesizer pop. The effect is fre-
quently frightening, occasional-
ly ridiculous but always cold
and soulless as a stone. Schill-
ing plays with a straight face
for the entire album; perhaps
ifs because the lyrics were
originally in German (translat-
ed and re-sun- g for this U.S.
release). Perhaps it is a part of
the "system" motif of aliena-
tion and inhumanity.Schilling opens the album
with sentiments of TV-induc- ed
alienation and toss of personali-
ty, all performed with a humor-
less tone. On the third track
Schilling gets down to business;
"The Noah Plan" describes the
abandonment of an Earth gone
out of control. The title track
follows, depicting survival on a
scorched Earth.
Side Two begins with the
album's single, "Major Tom(Coming Home)," where Schill-
ing Is at his best. The song Is a
restatement of David Bowie's
"Space Oddity," except Mai or
Tom returns to earth, rather
than floating in space. The
bright tone of the synthesizers
match the album's only happy
moment; Schilling's vocals
loosen up a little and the result
is a good pop single with agreat chorus.
Schilling returns to form on
the next track, "Let's Play
USA," a scathing indictment of
American society as a gigantic
Disneyland accompanied by a
light-hearte- d comedy. The ef-
fect, however. Is not chilling
realization, not parody. Schill-
ing's half-hearte- d attempt, at
spitting out every big Issue
from gun control to environ-mentafis- m
simply cannot be
supported by such an inconse
quential accompaniment.
You cannot deny the sincerity
of Peter Schilling, however;
"Error In the System" falls to
pieces because of Schilling's
ft:. :
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shallow, one-dimension- al vo-
cals and musical accompani-
ment. A stronger vocal per-
formance, perhaps only
-- dropping the cllched, alienated
"voice of the system" approach
and some more clearly focused
.songwriting, lyrically and mu-
sically, could have yielded a
hair-raisin- g thriller from this
ambitious failure. -
Black Studies in the Academy
The contributions of black
studies to changes in higher
education wll be the focus of a
three-da- y symposium Novem-
ber 20-2- 2 at The College of
Wooster.
The symposium, "Black
Studies in the Academy: A
Celebrtion' will mark the Ten-thanniversa- ry
of the establish-
ment of the Black Studies Pro-
gram at Wooster and will
feature noted scholars from
across the country. The
speeches and panel discussions
are open to the public free of
charge. -- -. -- .
"We are reaffirming Woos-ter'-s
commitment' to black
studies and the validity of our
program in the academy," said
Yvonne Williams, director of
tion of academic and profes- -
sional specialities. Tony Brown
from New York, best known for
the black studies magazine and
Public Broadcasting Service
television program, "Tony
Brown's Journal," will deliver
the symposium's opening ad-
dress, "A Plan for the 80s,"
Nov. 20 at t:15 p.m. In McGaw
Chapel.
Among other symposium par-
ticipants will be Harold Cruse,
professor of History and Afro-Americ-an
Studies at the Uni-
versity of Michigan who will
deliver The College's convoca-
tion November 22 at 11 a.m. In
the Black Studies Program at
Wnoster. "At the symposium
w will examine how blacli
studies programs have en-
hanced higher education."
Panelists for the symposium
will Include a broad representa- -
Mateer Hail Auditorium;. John-nell- a
E. Butler, chairperson of
the Department of Afro-Americ-an
Studies at Smith College In
Northampton, Mass.; Maben
Herring, associate director for
the fellowships division of the
National Endowment for the
Humanities; Ann Allen Shock-le- y,
university archivist and
oral historian at Flsk Universi-
ty; Joseph Russell, executive
director of the National Council
for Black Studies, Dean of
Afro-Americ-an Affairs and as-
sociate professor of Afro-America- n
Studies at Indiana Univer-
sity; Eleanor Smith, associate
senior vice president and direc-
tor of the summer session at
the University of Cincinnati;
and Vattel T. Rose, chairperson
of .the Center for Afro-Ame- ri
can Studies at Ohio U . 3
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Ambassador To Speak
In the controversy about United States covert and overt
activities around the world, much attention has been focused
on Central America. On Monday, Nov. 28 (first day back
after Thanksgiving break) Robert E. White, outspoken
former U.S. ambassador to El Salvador, will ask the question
"Another Vietnam? Sources of the Conflict in Central
America." H4s lecture will be held In McGaw Chapel at 8:15
PrT,The Reagan administration removed White from his post
In El Salvador In February 1981, forcing him to retire from
the Foreign Service. , . " , ,
During his 25 year Foreign Service career White special-
ized In Latin American affairs with a particular emphasis on
Central America. In his early career he served In Honduras
and Nicaragua. Among other posts he held were Latin
American Director of the Peace Corps, Deputy Permanent
Representative to the Organization of American States, and
Ambassador to Paraguay.
In 1977 and 1978 White served as the President's special
representative to the Inter American Conference on Educa-
tion, Science and culture. .
White was recently appointed to the Warburg Chair on
International Relations at Simmons College In Boston and
also is a senior fellow with the Center for Development Policy
in Washington, D.C.
Paid Seamtress Positions
There are two paid seam-
stress positions open in the
Theatre Department's costume
shop for second semester. The
shows next semester Include
The Isle of Reason, and the
coming operetta, Die Fleder- -
Consider a Masters in Business Administration
Vanderbilt University's Graduate School of Management Offers:
an opportunity to study at a prestigious
major university
a challenging two year, full time MBA
program for tomorrow's business leaders
concentrated study and practical experi-
ence in accounting, finance, marketing,
organizational behavior, operations man-
agement, and management information
systems
high starting salaries and outstanding
placement opportunities with major cor-
porations throughout the U.S.
a scholarships for proven academic achiev--
City,
Telephone ( )--
l Undergraduate College or Unfversrty.
financial assistance for students demon-
strating need
an opportunity to Sve and study in a thriv-
ing business, entertainment, and cultural
center of trie mid-Sou- th
For information and an application mite or
phone:
Office of Admission, Room 600
Owen Graduate School of
Management
Vanderbilt University
Nashville. Tennessee 37203
(615) 322-646- 9 '
send mt Information concerning Vanosfbftfs Graduate School of Management.
tyame
Address.
.State. .Zip.
L --Graduation Date.li.
rewarding both
educationally.
promises to
financially and
For applications, contact
Margo Scruggs at ext. 2475, or
Box 2702 or pick one up In the
secretary's office at Freedlan- -
der Theatre.
Chinese Studies Program
Dr. Charles Wishart Hayford,
representing the Associated
Colleges of the Midwest, will
give a slide-tal- k, followed by
discussion, entitled "Hong
Kong: Past, Present and Fu-
ture" on Novebmer 30, at 8:00
in Douglass Hall Lounge. Dr.
Hayford will also discuss op-
portunities for study abroad on
the GLCA Chinese Studies Pro-
gram in Hong Kong, in which
many Wooster students have
participated over the last sev-
eral years. The GLCA Program
is located at Chinese University
in the New Territories In Hong
Kong and allows students to
study Chinese Language and
culture in a Chinese environ-
ment, live with Chinese room-
mates and travel in the area.
Dr. Hayford holds a PhD from
Harvard University In Chinese
history and has written on ru
ral reform in China and the
role of Americans In East Asia.
He Is a former director of the
Hong Kong program. His talk
Is open to the campus commu-
nity, as well as to the Wooster
Community at large.
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I Get twice the slices, not the prices!
Buy any size
at one low price
with this coupon.
'Extra chaess on a per-pi- e baste.
"HEAR YE, HEAR YE!"
NEW ARRIVALS RT
THE BOOKSTORE:
- MacLeod Neckties,
Scarves, & Ribbon
- FallUintor Goats
- Coffee Hugs
.
- Over 1,000 General
& Paperback
Books
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The administration in beanies.
A tiiiiiip
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Two tough customers discuss Beanie
Go ahead, knock It oflL-
-I dare youlj
XN
I W
mk
Bowl strategy with Coach Shipe.
-
Wooster swimmers inquire, "Win chlorine discolor my beanie?", '
, t.
Bring Back The Beanies
0r e.,Votv viacCtc Headgear
With the threat of registration
policy "being changed next year,
thereby allowing freshmen to regis-
ter first, we propose to further aid
the administration in solving the
increased attrition problem, at
Wooster -- by . the re-institut- ion of .
Freshmen beanies. -
- RESOLVED: The wearing of
beanies should be made mandatory
for the current and future freshmen
classes at Wooster.
PRO: Friends, The College of
Wooster is in the midst of a major
social, athletic and academic cri-
sis. Freshmen lack identity and
spirit, and attrition and tuition are
skyrocketing. Let's turn back the
pages of COW history for a moment
and see what Woo was like in its
Golden Age. , '
1959; Tuition - was cheap. The
football team never lost. Freshmen
never thought of dropping out. John
Dean was here. People were happy,
full of that "Fighting Scot Spirit"
The stadium --was packed and no
one seemed to mind those darn
bagpipes. And what single event
marked The Fall? The death of the
beanie. .
The . beanie was equated with
tradition now that's something
we haven't heard much about late-
ly! Remember tradition? Seniors
registered first-- Christmas break
started at Thanksgiving. And it was
OK ,to use sexist language in the
classroom. Ah!, the good 'ole days
girls were girls and men were,
men! But when it was time to say,
"Bye, Bye Beanie," a part of this
institution died, and with it, a
whole host of other established
traditions. Don't ya see the connec-
tion? With the death of the beanie,
so began the disintegration of
Wooster. It's Just as simple as that
What are we going to do, folks? Are
we Just going to sit here and not let
our degree mean a darn thing in
five years? That's where we're
heading. People will say, "Wooster.
oh yeah, they're the folks who
wiped out the beanie. What a
shame. It used to be quite "a place
apart" Is, then, Wooster doomed
to eternal Umbo, floundering forev-
er in a willy-nill- y, traditionless
state? -
We think not We believe it can
be saved; but only, only -- thru the
unequivocal and Immediate reinstt-tutto- n
of the beanie.
: Let's face it beanies are fun! I!One senior, in fact was overheard
recently saying. "Ify college years
have been dull and unexciting. If I
could have only worn.a beanie my
freshman year, things might have
been different lie and some other
seniors have been talking and we
want everyone to know that we
support this idea. You can tell
anyone you want that Bob, Bill,
Betty, Ben, Bart, Brent Bernie,
Barb and Baxter back the beanie
movement"
Let's look at what the beanie can
bring to - campus. ; Beanies could
spur on new and exciting social'
events: Beanie night at Ich's,
Beanie Bonfires, The Beanie Bowl,
and of course. Beanie Weenie
Roasts. Cant you picture it? Don't
you want it? Sure you do. Fresh-
men, upperclassmen have been de-
nied. Dont you be. Listen and heed
our advice. Insist on -- your beanie
today. A head is a terrible thing to
waste.
: for those of you who may stmhave reservations about resurrect-
ing the beanie. The Voice has
graciously given Frankie and An-
nette space below to answer some
often-aske- d questions about the
beanie.
Q. Can . I wear a beanie "with
today's fashions?
' FA: Why not? Beanies, like all
clothing, have been updated. For
1 s
WW
Q: I cant live without my tunes.
How does the "walkman". fit-Int- o
the beanie scheme?
. FcA: Here again, modern Amer-
ican technology has triumphed!
Special ear Inserts (at no additional
cost) will be added to your custom-
ized beanie upon request For thejogger, shock absorbent chin straps
can be affixed to the crown of any
beanie, ensuring the runner of opti-
mum beanie stability.
Q: Golly guys, this sure is a neat
Idea, but how am I to know how to
' i v , ,' .
,
'
--
..
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Beanies..
those who prefer the natural look,,
100 cotton or wool beanies are
available for both men and women.
And our "punk" friends can ar-
range to have ' their beanies
equipped with safety pins and Sid
Vicious buttons. We might also add
that-- beanies come One-Size-Fits-A- U,
saving freshmen from such
embarrassing questions as, "So,
how big is your Beanie?"
Q: win guys find me attractive In
my beanie? Can I wear It to Fall
formats?
F: 111 let Annette handle that
one.
At Girls. Beanies are an absolute
must!! Frankie found me very
appealing in my beanie. And dont
worry about dressy functions. I just
stuck a big rhinestone broach in the
middle of my beanie it perked
the whole outfit right up. And those
upperclass "hussies" sure were
jealous, when I was elected Big
Beanie Beauty yueen ox ai.
--
-
.why not? -
clean my beanie? .
FatA: Never fear!! Hal Closson
.has generously offered to teach a
short course next semester on pro-
per beanie wear and care. Ur.
Closson has also commandeered a
new art exhibit In Lowry Center
which you will want to be sure to
catch entitled. Beanies Thru the
Ages: The Saga of an American
Hat
Thanks for the questions! Hope
this helps, and remember, "A brain
without a Beanie Is like beach"
without sand!!
' The editorial staff wishes to
thank Frankie - and Annette tor
their Interest In pertinent Wooster
problems. Ifjroa hare say personal
.
difficulties roa would like them to
address, or any suggestions, send
them a letter (in any form) to:
Frankie and Annette eo The Voice,
. Box CS1S7. These two geniuses of
American be-bo-p will be happy to
help you.
,y
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Questionable
Continued from Pai;e 1
position it would be ridiculous to
have a separate department. Many
felt it has not been good to have the
isolated full-tim- e position."
With so few students electing to
take Russian, the Administration
feels that it is not an order of
highest priority. Harward be-
lieves," Not many register for Rus-
sian. It would be folly to push
ahead with such little interest on
the part of the student body."
However, Laura Stein feels "it
would be beneficial to continue
Russian Studies here at Wooster.
Considering the political situations
we are in now and the number of
Russian students fluent in English
as opposed to Americans speaking
Russian, it is of prime import-ince.- "
President Henry Copeland
said,"The College must continue to
discuss what accurately reflects
the desires of faculty and stu-
dents." Stein pointed out'Having
traveled in Russia, I feel there are
huge misconceptions on both sides,
and we need to promote better
understanding about the Russian
culture.
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grad, 1983) has gone, to join them.
They walk (on average) 15 to 20
miles per day. day after day,
month after month - and will
reach Bethlehem before Christmas.
As. they walk, the pilgrims are
collecting peace petitions in many
languages from the people they
meet, and many others are sent to
them from countries through which
they have not traveled. These anon-
ymous petitions will be shared by
an international, ecumenical vigil
to be held in Bethlehem on Christ-
mas Eve. We, too. can participate
by contributing our petitions for
peace. These may be prayers,
pleas, poems, pictures anything
expressing our own concern for
world peace. If you- - would like to
send a peace petition, please drop
it in campus mail (Box 2135) some-
time in the next week. '
I
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Lebanon
Column
Continued from Pas
siveness being Syrian-backe- d radi-
cals) and last year's Israeli retal-
iation against the organization's
terrorism, there remains but one
strong Soviet surrogate in the
neighborhood, and that is Syria.
Moscow has supplied Syria's strong
man, Hafez Assad, with everything
from tanks to surface-to-a- ir mis-
siles, to mobile rocket artillery
and probably even --aynamne- ear-
marked for any terrorist group
which dares to use it
Mr. Goldman's theory behind the
suicide bombings at the American
embassy, marine compound.
French compound, and Israeli mili
tary positions echoes that suggest
ed by many defense analysts, yet n
was .one which eluded President
Reagan in his brilliant 27 October
television address. And that theory
is that the Soviets, through an
obsequious Syria, are taking advan-
tage of America's complacent
forces to not only create strife in
the states, but also destroy the
Gemayal government
The United State cannot abandon
Syria, for, as both President Rea-
gan and Mr. Goldman note, it
would be a signal to the world, that
America is no longer concerned
about liberty and democracy. The
successful Grenada operation
aside, the world will not soon forget
that the U.S. abandoned the people
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of South Vietnam, and more recent-
ly, allowed terrorists to hold Amer-
icans in disgrace in an Islamic
revolutionary purgatory;
Still more important is the pres-
ervation of the Mid-East- 's only real
free land: Israel. President Reagan
many times has reiterated his hope
not only for peace in the region, but
security for Israel's borders. Amer-
ica cannot permit Syria to cajole
Lebanon under its wing: Too often
has Mr. Assad denounced the very
being of the State of Israel, and too
frequently has he threatened the
holy land's suzerainty with guns
and terror. Lebanon must be-preserv- ed
for its own sake, America's
sake and for the best interests of
Israel.
Earlier this autumn. Vice Presi
dent Bush warned Syria that con-
tinued Incursions into sovereign
land could mean drastic U.S. re,
sponse. As Mr. Goldman points oat.
The only way to deter terrorism is
to respond with a hard line of
retalliation." With mounting lists of
American, French, Israeli and Le-
banese casualties growing .at the
hands of Damascus and Moscow; it
Us time that the forces of liberty
and democracy . resort to drastic
(response.
Timothy . 5penee
S November 1883
Uf. Spence. of GroUer Education-- ,
al Services in Cleveland is former
editor-in-chi-ef of this newspaper.
ISA Protests
Continued from Page 2 --
In lieu of the EPCs decision, the
Black Student Assoication has no '
other choice but to protest and ask
the EPC to either change its deci-
sion or guarantee that more black
faculty will be hired during the
1984-8- 5 school, term with multiple-yea- r
contracts. Moreover, we hope .,
that The College, If ft la sincere in
its commitment to the black stu-
dent body and the student body in
general, will, continue to strive for
more black faculty.
The Black Student Association is
asking all members of the college
community to sign a petition that,
will r reinstate - the EnglishBUck
Studies position to Its original
form; a two to three year contract
Petitions will be circulating
throughout the week. -.-v- - --
: The Black Student Association
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'Blazers 7th At Qualifiers
BY TOM WARD
The final stop for the Women's
Cross Country team was last Satur-
day's Regional Qualifiers at Albion,
Michigan. Wooster and seven other
Division m schools were attempt-
ing to qualify for national competi-
tion.
The Scottie Trailblazers had a
fine week of practice, giving 120
percent effort as they had all year.
But Coach Craig Penney reflected,
"The team's lack of mental tough-
ness, -- and athletic maturity were
the reasons it finished seventh at
Albion." .
Alma (56 points), a squad Penney
knew would "be real tough,"
sprinted away from the rest of the
field. Calvin followed with 88
points, and Hope finished third with
109 points. Host Albion snagged
fourth place (133 points), and Ober-li- n
captured fifth place (140 points).
Kenyon (149 points). Wooster (157
points), and Marietta (204 points)
fall itt h ! V.xva nloaiVA4 h .III W
The Albion course was very flat,
but the weather was a major factor
in the race. Anywhere from two
inches to two feet of snow covered
the course, and the temperature at
gun's sound was around 30 degrees.
The Trallblazers' Inexperience
hurt them in this race. The women
were a little too. concerned with
their footing, and did not run ag-
gressively. The team did not chal-
lenge the competition as Intensely
as it had to.
Amy Smith "ran the best race.
1
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she's ever run," said Penney,
Smith flew in at 19:27, and snared
14th place overall. Becky Pickett
led the pack of Trailblazers at 20:22(32nd place). The pack included
Amy Cuimburg. 20:44 (36th place).
Theresa DeGuzman. 20:46 (37th
place). Lis Moran. 20:47 (38th
place), and Bev Roberts 21:27 (48th
place). Unfortunately, these run-
ners finished too far back in the
field.
Penney stated that the women
Just seemed to lack the essential
emotional fire. "They just have to
believe in themselves, and that
they can run well, because I sure
do," added Penney. He felt very
good about the women's effort in
practice throughout the season.
"They worked harder this year
than in any other year."
Commenting on the season as a
whole Penney stated that there
were some very good signs. "The
overall team attitude was fantastic,
everyone helped everyone else out
during the season. Amy Smith real-
ly came into her own, and Bev
Roberts fit real well into the sys-
tem."
Regarding next season Penney is
looking to improve the team's de-
sire to win, and eliminate the
"inconsistency of- - the Scottie per-
formances." Penney still feels that
the team is in somewhat of a
rebuilding stage. In conclusion he
added that "next year we will have
our work cut out for us."
Volleyball 2nd
At Centennial
By Carolyn Matthews
Congratulations to the Women's
Volleyball team. Last weekend they
finished second in the Centennial
Athletic Conference Championship,
thus ending their successful season.
The championship was held Sat-
urday, November 12 at Ohio North-
ern (the top seed). The Scotties had
a relatively easy first round
against Denison, defeating them 15-2.15- -3.
.
Muskingum was next and they
were a challenge. In both games
Wooster came from behind to win.
It was their serving, which has
been inconsistent all year, that
palled them through the match. It
came at the right time as their
passing was pretty bad. The scores
of the Muskingum match were 16-1-4.
and 17-1-5!
Wooster now faced Ohio Northern
in the final. This would be Woo-
ster' third match of the day. Ohio
Northern on the other hand had a
first round bye and an easy second
round match. They defeated Wit-
tenberg 15-- 8. 15-- 3. The final was the
best of three of five instead of two
out of three.
The Scotties hung tough for over
one and one half hours, but they
were tired, missed eight serves.
and fell short of the victory, 5-1- 5, 6--
15, and 7-1- 5. Despite missing those
serves there were two members of
the team who served perfectly.
They were Barb Davis and Nora
Land.
The team's final record was 22--
16, not bad for a young team with a
new coach. Wooster is also proud to
have two fine players named to the
All-Confere- nce team. They are
Tammy Allen and Karen Light
Congratulations.
The Wooster Scots' basketball team is preparing for a challenging season under new coach La Wims. The
Scots travel to Buffalo State this weekend to open the season. Photograph by Franz Jantzen.
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AccorcUng TpraMy
Somewhere in the World ei Sports:
Bulls are not graceful, and antelopes are not powerful. But Jim
Brown was. Twenty years ago Brown was the focal point of the
National Football League. For nine years Cleveland's version of John
Henry hammered through defensive players like no other running-bac- k
had. And Brown walked away from the gridiron when he felt
the time was right at the pinnacle of his career.
.
But that chronicle of football history may be changed. Earlier
this week Brown told the press that at age 47 he is considering a
return to the NFL. You see. Brown is very proud of the fact that be is
till the number one rusher in NFL history. He is fond of the 12412
yards he forged through mud. sleet, and snow. .
:. But Pittsburgh's Franco Harris needs only 588 yards to pass
Brown, while Chicago's Walter Payton is only 1.293 yards shy of
Brown's mark. Both runningbaeks have proved they are durable, and
Brown knows this. The great one (as he Is refered to around
Cleveland) has denounced Harris. Brown believes Franco Is only
sticking around the NFL so he can break the untouchable record.
Thus. Brown says he will return to football If his rushing record
is surpassed by Harris. He will-prov- e once again that he Is the
greatest running back in NFL history (maybe), while simultaneously
shattering --the distant Images lodged within the minds of young men
who worship the garnet
I do not remember Jim Brown, for I cradled a rattle when Brown
carried the leather. But through the years my father painted a vivid
picture of this stallion clad in russet and orange.
He was pure dynamic force, pure smoothness, pure balance. But
even the greatest bodies have limitations, and Brown knew this, so --
he often used the ultimate gift the human mind. Brown's secret was
controlled relaxation. As would-b-e tacklers grabbed ahold of him.
Brown purposely let his body go slack. For a split second the
defenders felt confident, like the feeling one has when the prize fish
is securely on the line. With a power, like nuclear fission. Brown
would explode and gallop across the gridiron. Time and time again
he successfully overran, outran, and out-thoug- ht defenders. '
In his path Brown left, a mass of bodies groping on the turf,
drowning men reaching out for a last gasp of air. He was a whirlpool.
But this past week Jim Brown has also proved that old
runningbaeks are not divine. Brown is human. He has misjudged the
admiration and intelligence of the Individuals who followed his every
cut. his every dash. Jim Brown's faithful fans do not care whether
or not Franco Harris breaks his rushing record. They stOl believe
and will always believe the great one was the greatest.
Jimmy, don't you understand that you had only nine twelve-gam- e
seasons to gain your miles of striped turf. Harris has been
running for 12 years, and the seasons are now composed of 16 games.
Franco has carried the pigskin over 2.700 times (an NFL record),
and has run behind an offensive line that resembles a herd of woolly
mammoths.
Perhaps Jim Brown should look at baseball fans in New York
City. Yankee fans refer to, Henry Aaron as '"Hank who?" But the
Babe, the true all-tim- e homerun champion "well isn't Ruth seated --
next to Christ in daVinci's Last Supper!" Unfortunately, I am afraid
another painting would best depict Jim Brown's return to the NFL.
After a few hits from 23 year-- old, 280 pound defensive mansters. Jim
Brown would be seeing van Gogh's Starry Starry Night The great
one must accept the fact that the human body cannot adequately
perform Us old tricks after a half century of existence. - -
. Football has changed in more ways than Mr. Brown can Imagine.
Today's players are stronger and faster than players 20 years ago.
Brown never galloped over artificial turf, or played on Thursday
nights. And in 1959 Astrodome meant that Notre Dame's golden,
structure was being attacked by a meteor shower. In Brown's era
football was a game, in 1983 it Is a business. . -
Finally, before Jim Brown restraps his helmet and matters all
our wonderful foggy Images of a body mysteriously gliding where it
should be thrashing, he should remember this hard truth. la the
world of sports "records are made to be broken. .
.
Watching the aging man shake hands with the young athlete who
has vanquished his record is indeed a special sight. Any athlete can
hit a homerun or score a touchdown. But as the old warrior watches .
'the crowd cheer for the new hero, the lines on his face win always
betray whether or not he has understood this painful truth. Perhaps
it is time for Jim Brown to take a hard look at himself in the mirror.
- Seminars Now Forming -
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Wooster Tennis
16th In Nation
Savitt, Horlidge
Also Ranked.
The College of Wooster men's
tennis team is ranked 18th (Divi-
sion III) in the pre-seas- on Intercol-
legiate Tennis Coaches Association
polL
The Scots, who were 11- -t overall
last season, finished third in the
Ohio Athletic Conference behind
Ohio Wesleyan. ranked 15th in the
ITCA pre-seas- on poll, and Denison,
ranked 14th.
In addition' to its team ranking.
Wooster is represented in both the
singles and doubles rankings. Sen-
ior John Moriidge and junior Bob
Savitt. who combined to finish
eighth in the nation last season,
currently are ranked fourth in the
nation.
Savitt. who has been the OAC
first singles champion in each of
the last two years, is ranked third
in the nation among singles play-
ers.
"I am delighted that Bob and
John continue to bring distinction
to The College of Wooster," said
Wooster tennis coach Hayden
Schilling. "Apart from these indi-
vidual honors, I am pleased that
the team as a whole has received
national recogntton."
Help a friend get through
the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit
forever. And that's
important Because good
friends are hard to tnd.
And even tougher to lose.
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Wooster Booters Outmuscle Oberlin YoIirTr Nds'i
BY JOHN PETRTE
Hordes of rugby enthusiasts
turned out last Saturday afternoon
for Wooster' i season finale, andfirst home match, against Oberlin.
The carpet of snow and mud that
covered the field made conditions
less than ideal, but the players
blocked the elements from their
minds and focused all of their
energies upon the task at hand.
The Wooster club seemed in con-
trol from the game's outset The
pack consistently out muscled the
Oberlin side in scrums and out-finess- ed
them in the lineouts. Un-
fortunately, this advantage was
nullified for the most part, by the
difficulty both sides had in main
Continued from Page 1
year of their measles vaccination.
Such information can be obtained
easily through a family physician
or accurate high school records.
Peto contends that "measles is a
legitimate illness" and that "col-
lege students are a susceptible
population." Indiana University
had 403 cases last year, and the
virus then spread to Miami Univer-
sity and other Ohio towns.
Although measles is not thought
of as a major sickness, it can
"cause significant illness for young
adults." cited Peto. The virus is
actually more serious and more
difficult to treat among young
adults than among children.
Peto, who is also the President of
the Ohio College Health Associa-
tion, noted that the state is willing
to give The College free vaccine as
long as students can provide proper
medical records. A student need
only produce medical records
which include date of vaccina-tk(month,day,jei- r).
The state estimates that about
15 percent of Ohio college students
need this vaccination. The vaccine
would cost $10-1- 3 without state
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taining possession of the slick balL
. Throughout the game there were
many dropped passes, fumbles, and
defensive kicks that worked mainly
to Oberlin's advantage. The Woo-
ster backs were often stymied in
their attempts to advance down-fiel- d.
This was due primarily to
ball-handli- ng errors committed
while trying to line the ball out.
The scoring dead-loc- k was finally
broken when Craig Eisenfelder
scored a try for Wooster as the first
half was drawing to a close. Eisen-
felder added another try in the
second half, and Steve Tyler also
scored to make the final tally 12 to
0 in favor of Wooster.
The home crowd definitely
Peto Concerned
help, and it covers measles, Ger-
man measles, and mumps.
Peto estimates that less than 5
percent of the students on campus
have provided the proper medical
records. Yet, the Health Service is
not set up to give the vaccine at
this time, and there have been no
cases of measles on campus this
year. The steps that are being
taken are purely preventive.
seemed to give Wooster a lift and
the players responded accordingly.
Said prop Chip Patxer, "The fans
at this game were one of our most
supportive crowds ever and the
team is most appreciative.
In the second game of the day,
the Wooster B-si-de also vanquished
its Oberlin foe by the score of 7 to
3. Bob Black scored the contest's
only try for Wooster and Jeff Bert-ebo- n
added a kick. Oberlin man-
aged to score their points on a
penalty kick. In both matches, the .
players were spurred on to greater
achievement by the delirious sup-
port of the crowd, and all team
members appreciated the large
turnout.
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